INITIAL MINT
TIERRA-DEL-MAR
1 6
4 510

W. 6
SEC.
1/4
E. 2
COR.
11/6 T 4S R 10611 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:
GLO Pg 8 4510 8 3451 18 79

MAPS
A-154
A-1085

CONDITION
FOUND: 15" IP WITH PLUG SET BY WEA.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I SET
2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN CEMENT IN POSITION OF OLD IP

"x" "x"
Post N.W.
" Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:
REFERENCES ADDED 8-31-75 Scribed

PP# 018414 556°W 24'-6" A

PP# 061411 541°E 37'-9" A

PP# 014111 N 85°E 51'-3" A

MEASURED TO A BRASS WASHER & NAIL SIDE CENTER OF IP

COMMENTS:
THIS CORNER IS LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF AUSTRIN AVENUE 300' FEET FROM THE INTER-
SECTION OF SANDLAKE RD AND IS 6" BELOW THE SURFACE

IN THE PRESENCE OF:
GANE ARTHUR DAV MCNUTT

DATE: 2-75 PHOTO:
* = County corner tag affixed.

TITLE

[Signature]